Graduate College
Supercomputing Applications & Research & Development

Box 1:

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, LARRY SMARR, AND NCSA-RELATED CLIPPINGS

Summer 1978 - “Energy and climate,” Environmental Conservation
Jan. 1982 - “Supercomputers,” Scientific American
7 Oct. 1982 - “Beckman to Give first Beckman talk,” Illiniweek
30 Oct. 1982 - “UI high-tech center to get state funding,” Daily Illini
4 Nov. 1982 - “High-tech center planned for UI,” Illiniweek
15 March 1983 - “Ikenberry says state lags in high technology,” Daily Illini
20 Nov. 1983 - “Seeing is believing: computer graphics help scientists enter new galaxy in interpreting complex data,” Chicago Tribune
28 Nov. 1983 - “A supercomputer gap has U.S. scientists up in arms,” Business Week
26 Jan. 1984 - “Newsmakers,” Illiniweek
Feb. 1984 - “Splash dance,” Science
Apr. 1984 - “American universities need greater access to supercomputers,” Communications of the ACM
7 Apr. 1984 - “Swallow transsonically and stay fat,” Science News
28 Aug. 1984 - “UI announces millions for supercomputer,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
19 Oct. 1984 - “UI trustees hear plans for new breed of computers,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
27 Oct. 1984 - “Crane, Bruce exchange slogans at debate,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
31 Oct. 1984 - “AT&T awards universities $3.2 million in computers,” Daily Illini
31 Oct. 1984 - “UI to receive gift of computers,” Chicago Tribune
6 Nov. 1984 - “Firm won’t build her but C-U may get lab,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
14 Nov. 1984 - “Esquire unveils honor roll of heroes,” Chicago Tribune
18 Nov. 1984 - “UI physicist makes Esquire’s list,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
20 Nov. 1984 - “Esquire ‘best’ includes UI professor...,” Daily Illini
Dec. 1984 - “1984 Register,” Esquire
3 Dec. 1984 - “UI officials cross fingers for computer center money,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
Gazette
Feb. 1985 - “The University of Illinois Center for Supercomputing Applications,” UI News
Releases
4 Feb. 1985 - “UI to receive $9 million for supercomputer,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
4 Feb. 1985 - “$9 million goes for supercomputer,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
4 Feb. 1985 - “U. of I. to build supercomputers,” Chicago Tribune
5 Feb. 1985 - “Supercomputer wins $10 million grant,” Chicago Defender
5 Feb. 1985 - “U of I computer seeks quick end to weather worries,” Chicago Sun-Times
5 Feb. 1985 - “UI scientists receive grant for research,” Daily Illini
5 Feb. 1985 - “UI plans super-fast computer,” State Journal Register
5 Feb. 1985 - “Supercomputer: world’s fastest researcher,” USA Today
8 Feb. 1985 - “The high tech road,” Chicago Sun-Times
14 Feb. 1985 - “Computer authorities to speak,” Illiniweek
16 Feb. 1985 - “Funding a faster supercomputer,” Science News
23 Feb. 1985 - “Release of news on computer grant set for next week,” Daily Illini
26 Feb. 1985 - “Schools link computers nationwide,” Columbia Daily Tribune
26 Feb. 1985 - “USA’s supercomputer U’s,” USA Today
26 Feb. 1985 - “Government to invest in computers,” Union - Democrat
26 Feb. 1985 - “UC San Diego picked as site of supercomputer,” LA Times
26 Feb. 1985 - “U of I receives grant for computer center,” State Journal Register
26 Feb. 1985 - “Four universities get supercomputer grants,” Wall Street Journal
26 Feb. 1985 - “U of I to get 2d supercomputer,” Chicago Tribune
26 Feb. 1985 - “San Diego is supercomputer site,” Record
26 Feb. 1985 - “UI wins grant of $43 million,” Daily Illini
26 Feb. 1985 - “UI to get millions for computer,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
26 Feb. 1985 - “Record grant to support UI supercomputer,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
26 Feb. 1985 - “Huge federal grant to support supercomputer at UI,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
26 Feb. 1985 - “U. of I. gets grant for supercomputer,” Chicago Tribune
26 Feb. 1985 - “Grant to make U of I supercomputing hub,” Daily Southern Economist
26 Feb. 1985 - “Computer grant awarded,” Calumet
28 Feb. 1985 - “Supercomputer network gives us a chance to catch up,” LA Times
28 Feb. 1985 - “Many at UI to do supercomputer research,” Illiniweek
28 Feb. 1985 - “Smarr plans for new center,” Illiniweek
28 Feb. 1985 - “Millions go to second supercomputer center,” Illiniweek
28 Feb. 1985 - “Center to be intellectual magnet for scholars industry,” Illiniweek
Mar. 1985 - “A new era of supercomputing begins at UIUC,” Engineering OUTLOOK
2 Mar. 1985 - “UMC whiz-kid grad trumpets ‘supercomputers,’” Columbia Missourian
2 Mar. 1985 - “Four new centers for supercomputing,” Science News
2 Mar. 1985 - “U of I ready to do business as computer superstar,” Chicago Tribune
3 Mar. 1985 - “Columbia native, Larry Smarr, whiz extra ordinaire, picked as Outstanding Alumnus,” Columbia Missourian
4 Mar. 1985 - “Supercomputer grant called lure for high tech industry,” St. Louis Post Dispatch
6 Mar. 1985 - “NSF to set up supercomputer research centers...,” Chronicle of Higher Education
7 Mar. 1985 - “The supercomputer bowl,” Chicago Tribune
7 Mar. 1985 - “New supercomputer to put UI on ‘brink of revolution,’” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
8 Mar. 1985 - “Panel asks for increased supercomputing support,” Government Computer News
8 Mar. 1985 - “Illinois university to have supercomputer center,” Government Computer News
11 Mar. 1985 - NSF establishes first four national supercomputer centers,” C&EN
11 Mar. 1985 - “Matriculating at supercomputer U,” Time
16 Mar. 1985 - “Computers must keep up...,” Ashbury Park Press
26 Mar. 1985 - “High-tech slow to hit area,” Chicago Sun-Times
28 Mar. 1985 - “Newsmakers,” Illiniweek
Apr. 1985 - “Brand new start for medicine,” Computers and Medicine
Apr. 1985 - “NSF funds supercomputer centers,” Telescan
Apr. 1985 - “NSF to establish four computing centers,” Optics News
Apr. 1985 - “NSF supports supercomputer centers for academic research,” Research & Development
1 Apr. 1985 - “U of I to be just a millisecond away,” Chicago Tribune
21 Apr. 1985 - “U of I Astronomer a rising star,” Chicago Sun-Times
22 Apr. 1985 - “Parallel processing,” Electronics Week
24 Apr. 1985 - “IBM grants computers to commerce college” and “Firm to donate 13 computers for UI research,” Daily Illini
25 Apr. 1985 - “Newsmakers,” Illiniweek
May 1985 - “NSF’s supercomputing centers: number crunching for research,” Physics Today
1 May 1985 - “Free access to Cray, 3084-QX,” Datamation
3 May 1985 - “NSF commits to supercomputers,” Science
5 May 1985 - “National supercomputer center to open in San Diego,” Design News
6 May 1985 - “Supercomputing applications eyed as NSF-funded centers planned,” American Metal Market
13 May 1985 - “4 supercomputer centers mass power to tackle array of research projects,” American Metal Market
15 May 1985 - “Supercomputers and nuclear accidents,” Illiniweek
15 May 1985 - “Scholars gain access to 3 more supercomputers,” Chronicle of Higher Education
16 May 1985 - “Three UI scientists contribute to special issue of magazine,” Illiniweek
17 May 1985 - “Downstate: the U of I’s supercomputer,” Chicago READER
17 May 1985 - “Supercomputers for research: NSF ‘anxious to develop ties to industry,’” Electronic Design
18 May 1985 - “NSF is establishing 4 national advanced scientific computer centers for $200 mil through 1990,” Technology Update
4 Jun. 1985 - “Cray unveils supercomputer it hopes will keep it ahead of Japan technology,” Wall Street Journal
8 Jun. 1985 - “Can supercomputer save Midwest?” Japan Times
12 Jun. 1985 - “UI’s Smarr lobbies for more spending,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
16 Jun. 1985 - “Illinois setting up supercomputer centers,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch
17 Jun. 1985 - “A sleek, superpowered machine,” Time
18 Jun. 1985 - “The supercomputer pipeline,” PC Week
20 Jun. 1985 - “Cray acquisition,” UI News Bureau
23 Jun. 1985 - “Feds may block UI computer use,” Daily Illini
Summer 1985 - “Professor puts U of I into supercomputer age,” Crain’s Illinois Business
25 Jun. 1985 - “IBM to award nearly $2 million to UI’s supercomputing center,” Daily Illini
26 Jun. 1985 - “It’d be nice if you’d just let us know,” Daily Illini
27 Jun. 1985 - “Board amends South African policy; protestors arrested,” Illiniweek
27 Jun. 1985 - “Newsmakers,” Illiniweek
28 Jun. 1985 - “U of I gets grants for 2 computers,” Chicago Tribune
1 Jul. 1985 - “MFLOPS for the masses,” Datamation
1 Jul. 1985 - “High tech in the heartland,” Datamation
2 Jul. 1985 - “Going off-line,” Daily Illini
11 Jul. 1985 - “University of Illinois physicists reject ‘Star Wars’ funding, term program ‘deeply misguided, dangerous,’” Star Wars Press Conference
12 Jul. 1985 - “46 top UI physicists vow not to accept ‘Star Wars’ funds,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
12 Jul. 1985 - “46 professors denounce SDI,” Daily Illini
13 Jul. 1985 - “Anti-‘Star Wars’ physicists rejecting research funds,” Philadelphia Inquirer
13 Jul. 1985 - “Scienziati americani scettici sul sistema di guerre stellari,” Lorriere Della Sera
13 Jul. 1985 - “Physicists ask ‘Star Wars’ boycott,” Chicago Tribune
17 Jul. 1985 - “Professors refuse $$ for Star Wars research,” Daily World
20 Jul. 1985 - “Controlling access to supercomputers,” Science News
21 Jul. 1985 - “Can Soviets hack it at U of I?” Chicago Sun-Times
23 Jul. 1985 - “Hands off super machine says U.S.,” South China Morning Post
24 Jul. 1985 - “Opposition to Reagan’s ‘Star Wars’ grows among research scientists; many spurn funds from Pentagon,” Chronicle of Higher Education
24 Jul. 1985 - “UI defense dollars to top $14 million,” Daily Illini
24 Jul. 1985 - “Administration mulling ban on Soviet access to supercomputers,” Sentinel
24 Jul. 1985 - “U.S. eyes ban on use of supercomputers,” Milwaukee Sentinel
24 Jul. 1985 - “NSF backs off rule restricting access to supercomputers,” Chronicle of Higher Education
25 Jul. 1985 - “IBM gives $2 million to supercomputing research center,” Illiniweek
25 Jul. 1985 - “Alliant’s new FX/8 multiprocessor to be used at UI,” Illiniweek
25 Jul. 1985 - “Physicists’ petition refuses ‘Star Wars’ research funds,” Illiniweek
27 Jul. 1985 - “UI may still nix proposal for computer,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
28 Jul. 1985 - “Supercomputer center may be in jeopardy,” News-Democrat
28 Jul. 1985 - “Access ban seen as threat to U of I supercomputer project,” Springfield State Journal-Register
29 Jul. 1985 - “Alliant looks to catch DEC with its fast-running CPU,” Information Week
30 Jul. 1985 - Everhart Statement
31 Jul. 1985 - “Army’s CERL won’t bar profs opposing SDI,” Daily Illini
31 Jul. 1985 - “UI will not restrict supercomputer access,” Daily Journal
31 Jul. 1985 - “U of I says it won’t restrict access to supercomputer,” Springfield State Journal
31 Jul. 1985 - “U of I won’t restrict access to supercomputer,” Chicago Tribune
Jul./Aug. 1985 - “First supercomputer to go on line in August,” Illinois Alumni News
1 Aug. 1985 - “More ‘masked politics’ from anti-SDI scientists,” Wall Street Journal
1 Aug. 1985 - “Supercomputers, superbuzzsaw,” LA Times
1 Aug. 1985 - “Supercomputer open to foreign researchers,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch
1 Aug. 1985 - “Supercomputer access may be limited by U of I,” Daily Southtown Economist
2 Aug. 1985 - “San Diego supercomputer access limited,” Daily Transport
2 Aug. 1985 - “Without science’s stars, no ‘Star Wars,’” International Herald-Tribune
3 Aug. 1985 - “Scientists needed in politics,” The Oregonian
5 Aug. 1985 - “School won’t restrict supercomputer,” American Metal Market
5 Aug. 1985 - “U of I aims for lenient supercomputer access,” Peoria Journal-Star
6 Aug. 1985 - “X-MP may drive high-tech boom into Champaign,” Peoria Journal-Star
6 Aug. 1985 - “Illinois cast as computer hub,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch
7 Aug. 1985 - “We’ve always had a supercomputer,” Peoria Journal-Star
9 Aug. 1985 - “Weinberger slaps foes of ‘Star Wars,’” Chicago Tribune
11 Aug. 1985 - “Reasonable policy for supercomputer,” Bloomington Pantagraph
12 Aug. 1985 - “Supercomputers helping scientists crack massive problems faster,” C&EN
14 Aug. 1985 - “Supercomputer and SDI research raises complex issues,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
17 Aug. 1985 - “Who will control the supercomputers?” Washington Post
26 Aug. 1985 - “Superfast computers: you ain’t seen nothin’ yet,” Business Week
27 Aug. 1985 - “Cray X-MP Delivery,” U of I New Bureau
28 Aug. 1985 - “UI supercomputers to study wind shear,” Daily Illini
28 Aug. 1985 - “Supercomputer arrives on UI campus,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
29 Aug. 1985 - “Supercomputer arrives at U of I, new era begins,” Pantagraph
29 Aug. 1985 - “Super ‘Hello’ greets UI’s new wonder,” Daily Illini
29 Aug. 1985 - “U of I receives a supercomputer,” Chicago Tribune
Sept. 1985 - “Chancellor focuses on research policy debate,” Illinois Alumni News
Sept. 1985 - “Super day arrives...,” Illinois Alumni News
Sept. 1985 - “Supercomputer dumbness,” Research and Development
Sept. 1985 - “NSF supercomputer centers,” Bio Science
Sept. 1985 - “Supercomputers bring a new dimension to research on groundwater pollution,” Engineering OUTLOOK

1 Sept. 1985 - “Staying in school,” Datamation
5 Sept. 1985 - “It’s a wonderful day! Supercomputer arrives,” Illiniweek
7 Sept. 1985 - “Thunderstorms and the supercomputer,” Fighting Illini Football Program
10 Sept. 1985 - “Campuses zap ‘Star Wars,’” Chicago Sun-Times
10 Sept. 1985 - “Scientists unite to refuse ‘Star Wars’ research grants,” Daily Illini
11 Sept. 1985 - “Cray supercomputer only part of system,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
12 Sept. 1985 - “Newsmakers: Larry Smarr,” Illiniweek
17 Sept. 1985 - “Supercomputer access talks moving along, Chancellor says,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
17 Sept. 1985 - “Outrageous! Pinhead professors would let Commies use our supercomputers to make weapons,” National Enquirer

Fall 1985 - Apple and Sun donations, College of Engineering-UIUC, v. 1, no. 1
Fall 1985 - “A new dimension in microelectronics,” College of Engineering-UIUC, v. 1, no. 1
Fall 1985 - “Beckmans give $40 million for interdisciplinary research complex,” College of Engineering-UIUC, v. 1, no. 1

25 Sept. 1985 - “Smarr anxious to exploit potential of supercomputer,” Daily Illini
26 Sept. 1985 - “Supercomputer may be one of our great assets,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette

Oct. 1985 - “Using science to mask politics,” High Frontier Newsletter
7 Oct. 1985 - “Supercomputer may mark beginning of new Renaissance,” and “UI’s computer boom,” Daily Illini
7 Oct. 1985 - “...and a supercomputer,” Tribune (San Diego)
9 Oct. 1985 - “Visas to limit access to supercomputers,” The Chronicle
11 Oct. 1985 - “Star Wars boycott gains strength,” *Science*
15 Oct. 1985 - “Apple Computer, Sun Microsystems donate equipment to new UI center,” *Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette*
16 Oct. 1985 - “Learning the art of computer graphics,” *Daily Illini*
16 Oct. 1985 - “University president tries to pull business a bit closer to academia,” *Christian Science Monitor*
17 Oct. 1985 - “Computer security to increase,” *Daily Illini*
21 Oct. 1985 - “Supercomputer seminar,” *Technology News*
23 Oct. 1985 - “Supercomputer raises expectations... at U of I,” *Chronicle of Higher Education*
24 Oct. 1985 - “Supercomputing center receives first major equipment donations,” *Illiniweek*
24 Oct. 1985 - “Gould donates to CSL,” *Illiniweek*
24 Oct. 1985 - “Burness to leave UI to take Cornell Post,” *Daily Illini*
28 Oct. 1985 - “Professor Smarr speaks,” *Technology News*
Nov. 1985 - “Developments and software requirements of the emerging national supercomputer research centers,” *IEEE Software*
Nov. 1985 - “Beyond the one-track mind,” *Science*
Nov. 1985 - “Supercomputer update...,” *Siam News*
Nov. 1985 - “Takes umbrage at UI ‘researchers’” and “Star Wars boycott a cop-out,” *Illinois Alumni News*
5 Nov. 1985 - “Supercomputer centers challenge industry to pledge to the future,” *LA Times*
14 Nov. 1985 - “Getting to know Larry Smarr,” *Daily Illini*
14 Nov. 1985 - “Polaroid inventor to talk,” *Illiniweek*
14 Nov. 1985 - “The ‘big dreams’ come true with gift from Beckmans,” *Illiniweek*
14 Nov. 1985 - “Study to ‘couple’ computers begins,” *Illiniweek*
22 Nov. 1985 - “Computers and interdisciplinary research,” *Science*
25 Nov. 1985 - “Crunching the numbers: U of I computer: ‘The machine tool of the ‘90s,’” *Chicago Tribune*
27 Nov. 1985 - “Desktop computers donated for supercomputer research,” *Chronicle of Higher Education*
Dec. 1985 - *NCSA Newsletter*
2 Dec. 1985 - “Parental instincts guide father of anti-SDI petition,” *Daily Illini*
5 Dec. 1985 - “New comet data reported by UI astronomers,” *Daily Illini*
10 Dec. 1985 - “Supercomputers will help solve space, storm puzzles,” *Peoria Journal-Star*
16 Dec. 1985 - “The supercomputers are multiplying fast,” *USA Today*
16 Dec. 1985 - “Illinois’ White opens a PC window to Cray,” *Electronics*
18 Dec. 1985 - “Supercomputer to offer benefits to College of Ag,” *Illini AGRInews*
25 Dec. 1985 - “Larry Smarr puts byte into supercomputer work,” *Paddock Publications - This Week*
2 Jan. 1986 - “86 people to watch in 1986,” Chicago Tribune
20 Jan. 1986 - “The University of Toronto in the Supercomputer Age,” University of Toronto Bulletin
23 Jan. 1986 - “Newsmakers,” Illiniweek
29 Jan. 1986 - 4 Feb. 1986: Articles concerning the explosion of the space shuttle Challenger
3 Feb. 1986 - Full page advertisement for supercomputer center with Larry Smarr and David Kuck, Wall Street Journal
3 Feb. 1986 - “UI to open computer laboratory,” Daily Illini
4 Feb. 1986 - “Supercomputer center ad woos corporate customers,” Daily Illini
5 Feb. 1986 - “Supercomputer center opens,” Chicago Tribune
5 Feb. 1986 - “Sophisticated ad introduces business to supercomputer,” Daily Illini
6 Feb. 1986 - “HALs’ creator, others, hail new center,” Illiniweek
9 Feb. 1986 - “Projects lining up for a crack at supercomputer,” Chicago Tribune
9 Feb. 1986 - “U of I project more than any computer imagined,” Chicago Tribune
16 Feb. 1986 - “Supercomputer’s speed could work for farmers,” San Jose Mercury News
20 Feb. 1986 - “‘McVittie’ shines in the sky,” Illiniweek
24 Feb. 1986 - “U of I’s supercomputer–faster than a speeding PC,” USA Today

Box 2:

27 Feb. 1986 - “Everhart, NSF counsel, discuss supercomputer access,” Illiniweek
1 Mar. 1986 - “Beating the drum,” Datamation
13 Mar. 1986 - “IBM gives $2 million grant for UI microchip research,” Daily Illini
13 Mar. 1986 - “Olson says we’re alone in the universe,” Illiniweek
20 Mar. 1986 - “IBM gives UI $2 million for materials science,” Illiniweek
24 Mar. 1986 - “Arnold Beckman’s new career: donating his fortune to science,” Business Week
26 Mar. 1986 - UI News Bureau Release
30 Mar. 1986 - “UI supercomputer could spawn software firms,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
31 Mar. 1986 - U of I Foundation: Report on the State of the University
Apr. 1986 - “Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in a numerically simulated thunderstorm outflow,” Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society
3 Apr. 1986 - “UI center base for coast-to-coast satellite network,” Illiniweek
3 Apr. 1986 - “New microelectronics center comes to campus,” Illiniweek
9 Apr. 1986 - “UI supercomputer center gets $340,000 donation,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
11 Apr. 1986 - “GM gives $1 million to UI for engineering lab,” Daily Illini
17 Apr. 1986 - “Master plan ‘a magnificent dream for the future,’” Illiniweek
17 Apr. 1986 - “SDI’s chief scientist says project overcoming hurdles,” Illiniweek
17 Apr. 1986 - “GM to donate $1 million for UI laboratory,” Illiniweek
17 Apr. 1986 - “Apollo gives UI equipment worth $500,000,” Illiniweek
27 Apr. 1986 - “A new breed of supercomputers at cutting edge,” LA Times
May 1986 - “Bridging the computer generation gap,” Engineering OUTLOOK
1 May 1986 - “Guggenheim award goes to UI chemist Peter Wolynes,” Illiniweek
15 May 1986 - “Supercomputer could prevent nuclear accidents,” Illiniweek
18 May 1986 - “The supercomputer: problem-solving has never had it quite so good,” Chicago Tribune
21 May 1986 - Draft: Keay Davidson, Science Editor
26 May 1986 - “A new tool that may help stop Chernobyl-like accidents,” Electronics
28 May 1986 - “Deal computers for Kodak, Illini,” Chicago Tribune
28 May 1986 - “Kodak, UI make ‘partnership’ for supercomputer,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
28 May 1986 - Kodak news release, UI News Bureau
29 May 1986 - Supercomputer progress: AAAS meeting, UI News Bureau
30 May 1986 - “Kodak signs to use the supercomputer at Illinois university,” Wall Street Journal
May-June 1986 - “Smarr’s quick computers can prevent disaster, speed up research time,” Missouri Alumnus
Summer 1986 - “Computing technology: partnership between business and academia,” IBM Information Processing
Summer 1986 - Picture: Dean’s Club dinner, LAS Newsletter
9 Jun. 1986 - “Letting 1,000 flowers bloom,” Time
17 Jun. 1986 - “Kodak pays $3 million to be research partner,” Daily Illini
19 Jun. 1986 - “Cash vise threatens Academy,” Chicago Tribune
24 Jun. 1986 - “UI center gets $10 million grant,” Daily Illini
26 Jun. 1986 - “Kodak pledges $3 million to supercomputing center,” Illiniweek
Jul. 1986 - “Putting parallelism to work,” Computers in Mechanical Engineering
Jul. 1986 - “Supercomputer center attracts corporate funds in partnership program,” Research & Development
1 Jul. 1986 - “UI awarded grants by Defense Department,” Daily Illini
2 Jul. 1986 - “Champaign-area to enterprise zone to give tax breaks to businesses,” Daily Illini
2 Jul. 1986 - “Beckman Institute land take-over may be eased by ‘quick take’ bill,” Daily Illini
3 Jul. 1986 - “Legislature passes Beckman ‘quick take’ bill,” Daily Illini
17 Jul. 1986 - “Thompson’s budget cuts will hurt campus programs,” Daily Illini
17 Jul. 1986 - “University given wind tunnel grant,” Daily Illini
22 Jul. 1986 - “Center awaits Congressional approval,” Daily Illini
24 Jul. 1986 - “Governor trims 2 percent off UI budget,” Illiniweek
24 Jul. 1986 - “Newsmakers,” Illiniweek
Aug. 1986 - “Supercomputers: the new revolution” and “The sky is no longer the limit,” Illinois Alumni News
Aug. 1986 - “U.S. supercomputer centers: are they victims of success?” The Institute (IEEE publication)
25 Aug. 1986 - “UI police recover $5,000 worth of computer goods,” Daily Illini
29 Aug. 1986 - “Freshmen told about UI’s stature, supercomputers,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
Fall 1986 - “Bethke unravels mineral distribution problems using supercomputer,” LAS Newsletter
6 Sept. 1986 - Advertisement for C-U Visitor’s Bureau, Fighting Illini
18 Sept. 1986 - “South campus plan is approved,” Illiniweek
3 Oct. 1986 - “New UI transistor may improve deep-space communications,” Daily Illini
8 Oct. 1986 - “Seminar presented on supercomputer,” Daily Illini
9 Oct. 1986 - “World’s fastest transistor created at UI,” Illiniweek
19 Oct. 1986 - “Supercomputer lures best of high tech to Illinois,” Des Moines Register
21 Oct. 1986 - “UI company set to offer latest in computer instruction,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
24 Oct. 1986 - “2nd UI meeting hit by illness,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
24 Oct. 1986 - “University to receive donation of $3 million in computer ware,” Daily Illini
30 Oct. 1986 - “Mysterious illness hits UI visitors,” Illiniweek
Nov. 1986 - “Cutting with the computer,” Engineering OUTLOOK
2 Nov. 1986 - “Drawing conclusions: computer graphics help bring overwhelming data into focus,” Chicago Tribune
5 Nov. 1986 - “Macintosh meets a Cray,” by Bill Stackhouse
6 Nov. 1986 - “AT&T gives UI $3 million worth of new equipment,” Illiniweek
16 Nov. 1986 - “To build high-tech mecca, UI wants to jazz up C-U,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
20 Nov. 1986 - “Wolfram’s center probes behavior of complex systems,” Illiniweek
Fall 1986 - “Supercomputer workshop assesses current research,” Conferences & Institutes
Dec. 1986 - Multiple articles, some UI
1 Dec. 1986 - “UI supercomputer funds expected to survive cuts,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
3 Dec. 1986 - “$6 million for NSF supercomputers...” Chronicle of Higher Education
4 Dec. 1986 - “Beckman to address graduates,” Daily Illini
11 Dec. 1986 - “UI Illness may be linked to unsanitary conditions,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
12 Dec. 1986 - “Food-borne illness findings draw blast from union official,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
12 Dec. 1986 - “Tests link illnesses at Union-catered meal to virus,” Daily Illini
5 Feb. 1987 - “Corn borers beware: supercomputer is out to get you,” Illiniweek
15 Apr. 1987 - “A test of endurance,” Datamation
May 1987 - “National focus on supercomputers,” Illinois Alumni News
18 May 1987 - “Pictures worth a million bytes,” Time
11 Jun. 1987 - “Newsmakers,” Illiniweek
10 Jul. 1987 - “UI professor proposes state seismic network,” Daily Illini
21 Jul. 1987 - “Budget reductions could mean 865 layoffs at UI,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
30 Jul. 1987 - “Campus won’t fund UI hospital, Ikenberry says,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
3 Aug. 1987 - “Amoco, UI to start $3 million partnership,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
4 Aug. 1987 - “Amoco to access UI supercomputer after agreement,” Daily Illini
23 Aug. 1987 - “Don’t miss this opportunity,” Chicago Sun-Times
26 Aug. 1987 - “Amoco agrees to use UI’s supercomputer,” Daily Illini
27 Aug. 1987 - “Amoco and NCSA initiate $3 million co-op agreement,” Illiniweek
3 Sept. 1987 - “Cray halts ambitious project” and “Cray ends development of next supercomputer,” New York Times
4 Sept. 1987 - “Cray star’s exit stirs high tech,” Chicago Tribune
18 Sept. 1987 - “UI centers awarded grant for gene study,” Daily Illini
26 Sept. 1987 - “UI official: more supercomputing jobs expected,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
1 Oct. 1987 - “NSF supercomputer centers embroiled in funding dispute,” Datamation
5 Oct. 1987 - “Growth foreseen for supercomputer center,” Daily Illini
6 Nov. 1987 - “Computers are making strides in portraying scientists’ ideas,” Wall Street Journal
19 Nov. 1987 - “Eli Lilly and Co. join NCSA as third industrial partner,” Illiniweek
Nov./Dec. 1987 - “Art for the sake of science,” Futurist
Nov./Dec. 1987 - “NSF focus on supercomputing,” Computers in Physics
Dec. 1987 - “Faster than a speeding bullet, supercomputer just sits there,” Chicago Enterprise
2 Dec. 1987 - “Professor sues UI firm, officials, PLATO inventor,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
20 Dec. 1987 - “At top of high-tech heap, UI prof faces civil suit,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
22 Dec. 1987 - “Motorola joins program,” Chicago Tribune
Jan. 1988 - “MacCray or Cray Mac?” Macworld
Jan. 1988 - “Kodak develops clearer picture of the future at supercomputing center,” U of Ideas in Business and Economics
Jan. 1988 - “40 years later, transistor’s inventor still amazed by effects,” U of Ideas in Science
4 Jan. 1988 - “Race is on to use supercomputers in research,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch
12 Jan. 1988 - “What becomes of data sent back from space? Not a lot, as a rule,” Wall Street Journal
15 Jan. 1988 - “1st donated simulator may land UI more companies,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
16 Jan. 1988 - “Wisconsin waits on Chen’s firm before giving incentives,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
28 Jan. 1988 - “Computer takes time out of classics study,” Illiniweek
Feb. 1988 - “Motorola becomes fourth NCSA industrial partner,” Illiniweek
7 Feb. 1988 - “Duo plans computer that’s really super,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
18 Feb. 1988 - “Kodak developing new techniques at NCSA,” Illiniweek
23 Feb. 1988 - “UI alumnus’ computer firm will not relocate to Illinois,” Daily Illini
15 Mar. 1988 - “Gore pledges supercomputer support,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
17 Mar. 1988 - “UI attracts high-tech firms to Twin Cities,” Illiniweek
31 Mar. 1988 - “UI officials claim immunity from physicist’s job lawsuit,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
Apr. 1988 - “Supercomputers invade industry,” Computerpeople
7 Apr. 1988 - “NCSA, Parkland to benefit from joint planetarium project,” Illiniweek
20 Apr. 1988 - “UI gets $9.2 million from AT&T,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
May 1988 - “Chicago’s two tech parks,” Chicago Enterprise
May 1988 - “Superstars: with supercomputers astronomers can see things...,” Discover
2 May 1988 - “Using the Mac to reach for the stars,” Macintosh Today
12 May 1988 - “Federal cuts hurt: North campus programs pinched by belt-tightening
3 Sept. 1988 - “Relativity by the numbers: supercomputers help physicists picture collapsing stars and gravitational waves,” Science News
28 Sept. 1988 - “5 national centers upgrading their supercomputers on ‘compute now, pay later’ basis,” Chronicle of Higher Education
10 Oct. 1988 - “Incalculable potential awaits supercomputer’s marketers,” Insight
10 Nov. 1988 - “Computers bounce back after network viral attack,” Illiniweek
2 Dec. 1988 - “Illinois should build on its supercollider experience,” Chicago Tribune
6 Dec. 1988 - “Motorola to give $1 million to new UI research center,” Daily Illini
1 Jan. 1989 - “UI unveils plans for new computer lab,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
19 Jan. 1989 - “State legislature OKs $19.7 million for UI,” Illiniweek
18 Apr. 1989 - “Illinois research center brings together today’s experts to work on tomorrow’s discoveries,” St. Louis Post-Dispatch
25 Apr. 1989 - “UI researchers work to verify fusion claim,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
26 Apr. 1989 - “UI may get $21 million for science,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
9 Jul. 1989 - “The battle over, UI president savors gain in Legislature,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
12 Jul. 1989 - “UI computer graphic shown on national TV,” Daily Illini
17 Jul. 1989 - “Improved access to supercomputers boosts chemical applications,” Chemical Engineering
Fall 1989 - “Computers revolutionize undergraduate education,” LAS Newsletter
Fall 1989 - Robert Wilhelmson and Larry Smarr articles, Illinois Reviewed
18 Aug. 1989 - “Booklet touts C-U as site for computer companies,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
31 Aug. 1989 - “Program tests theories of superpower rivalry,” Illiniweek
Sept. 1989 - “Profile: Larry Smarr, superstar,” Chicago Enterprise
7 Sept. 1989 - “Dow becomes NCSA partner,” Illiniweek
9 Sept. 1989 - “Speedy Cray may slow its pace,” New York Times
13 Sept. 1989 - “U.S. plan could give computer access to all,” LA Times
14 Sept. 1989 - “Caterpillar joins new center,” Illiniweek
Oct. 1989 - American Physical Society Newsletter
6 Oct. 1989 - “Master plan would change UI campus core, trustees told,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
10 Oct. 1989 - “Filling gaps with custom apps,” MacWEEK
12 Oct. 1989 - “University scholars honored,” Illiniweek
Nov. 1989 - “Super Natural,” Science Digest
23 Nov. 1989 - “Starry, starry night,” Boston Globe
4 Dec. 1989 - Review of newspaper items of interest to NCSA
Mar. 1990 - “Announcing email to fax gateway,” UIUCnet
Mar. 1990 - “The art of scientific visualization,” Academic Computing
2 Mar. 1990 - “Computational physics,” Science
Spring 1990 - “A new measure of supercomputer performance: results from the perfect benchmarks,” Cray Channels
Mar./Apr. 1990 - “Engineering paradigm shifts,” Computers in physics
6 Apr. 1990 - “Study claims fires beneficial to Yellowstone,” Daily Illini
20 Apr. 1990 - “$5.7 million awarded for research at UI,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
8 May 1990 - “Santa Fe Institute engages in research with profit potential,” Wall Street Journal
15 May 1990 - “Arnold Beckman: making plans to give away a fortune,” Chronicle of Philanthropy
16 May 1990 - “Computer center looks to its future,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
23 May 1990 - “NSF may curb direct aid to supercomputer centers,” Chronicle of Higher Education
23 May 1990 - “Local schools get computer help,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
31 May 1990 - “NCSA continues evolution to master challenges,” Illiniweek
1 Jun. 1990 - “Larry Smarr to speak at 183rd Lilly Lecture,” Lilly Dateline
13 Jun. 1990 - “Funding problems trigger job cuts at computer center,” Daily Illini
17 Jul. 1990 - “UI plans to install new computer,” Daily Illini
14 Aug. 1990 - “Lilly’s new supercomputer spurs a race for hardware to quicken drug research,” Wall Street Journal
Oct. 1990 - “Japanese educators study district’s curriculum,” To the Point
1 Nov. 1990 - “High-tech tools bring mummy’s identity out from under wraps,” Inside Illinois
1 Nov. 1990 - “UI’s leadership role in computing dates back to 1946,” Inside Illinois
22 Mar. 1991 - “Perspective: A country switched into thinking big,” The Times Higher Education Supplement
Spring/Summer 1991 - “A citizen-scientist spreads supercomputer power,” Fortune
24 May 1991 - “Smarrrty pants,” Science
Jul. 1991 - “National supercomputer centers join CASC,” Supercomputing Review
16 Sept. 1991 - “Computers seen revolutionizing research labs,” The Scientist
11 Nov. 1991 - “Machines from the lunatic fringe,” Time
Dec. 1991 - “Art for science’s sake,” Discover
12 Jan. 1992 - “HAL from ‘2001,’” St. Louis Post-Dispatch
12 Jan. 1992 - “Happy birthday to HAL, wherever he may be,” Detroit Free Press
12 Jan. 1992 - “He is born but he doesn’t exist,” New York Newsday
Jan./Feb. 1993 - “Supercomputing specialists try out clusters and networks,” Computers in Physics
11 Nov. 1993 - “The future is coming,” New York Times
24 Jan. 1994 - “NSF chief brings MPP computing to the masses,” Federal Computer Week
28 Apr. 1994 - “Chicago company wins NCSA award,” Daily Illini
20 Oct. 1994 - “Jim Clark’s Mosaic version offered free over Internet,” High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC) Week
26 Oct. 1994 - “Welcome to the tech!” Chronicle of Higher Education
Nov. 1994 - “Head to head with NCSA: Mosaic communication releases a freebie of its own,” Internet Business Report
10 Nov. 1994 - “NSF establishes six supercomputing subcenters with $6 million in awards,” HPCC Week
1995 - “Movers and Shakers ‘95,” Computer Technology
3 May 1995 - “Lecturer to discuss effects of cyberspace,” The Red & Black
4 May 1995 - “Speaker: expression enhanced by Internet,” The Red & Black
Jun. 1995 - “Spyglass going public, is facing a tough array of competitive hurdles,” Internet Business Report
2 Jun. 1995 - “Crossing through a Gateway to nowhere” and “World Wide Web making Internet friendlier,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
Jul. 1995 - “IBM looks to Net; targets Netscape,” Internet Business Report
24 Aug. 1995 - “NSF task force says it’s time for a change,” HPCC Week
28 Aug. 1995 - “Marc Andreessen: George Glider thinks this kid can topple Bill Gates,” Forbes
4 Sept. 1995 - “Software survey shows NCSA has advantage,” Internet Week
10 Sept. 1995 - “How much is U of I worth?” Peoria Journal-Star
11 Sept. 1995 - “Spinning a golden web: Marc Andreessen,” People
Oct. 1995 - “Jim Clark,” Upside
Oct. 1995 - “What’s the future of the Internet?” Research & Development
15 Oct. 1995 - “Don’t lose this one,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
19 Nov. 1995 - “Netscape proved real bonanza for its insiders,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
20 Nov. 1995 - “If medium is the message, the message is the Web,” New York Times
5 Aug. 1996 - “DoD upgrades and consolidates its supercomputing facilities, and forges new partnership with academia,” Physics Today
27 Mar. 1997 - “NSF’s PACI competition: and the winners are...,” HPCC Week
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3 Apr. 1997 - “NCSA forms national alliance through new NSF partnership,” Inside Illinois
2 Oct. 1997 - Inside Illinois
17 Feb. 1998 - “Mr. Clinton comes to C-U,” Gargoyle News
Mar. 1998 - “Netscape fights back,” Upside
13 Apr. 1998 - “The education of Marc Andreessen,” Business Week
20 Apr. 1998 - “Argonne-USC researchers win GII Next Generation Award...,” Access News
11 May 1998 - “Sears captures NCSA honors” HPCC Week
14 May 1998 - “Career explorers talking high-tech,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
Jun. 1998 - Articles highlighting the University of Illinois
Jun. 1998 - Primeur Monthly
24 Jun. 1998 - “Center acquires $5 million supercomputers,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
29 Jun. 1998 - “NCSA orders SGI/Cray machines,” HPCC Week
17 Aug. 1998 - “NCSA uses LSF Suite to create NT cluster,” HPCC Week
1 Jun. 1999 - “House panel seeks to limit supercomputer access by foreign students,” Chronicle of Higher Education
8 Jun. 1999 - “UI package includes site for NCSA,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
9 Jun. 1999 - “Mosaic team’s work lives on,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
9 Sept. 1999 - “Champ-Urbana is the third rock from the sun in the cyberspace galaxy,” C-U: A Wired Community
18 Oct. 1999 - “SC99 to provide peek at grid portals,” New Technology Week
Jan./Feb. 2000 - “Infrastructure for science portals,” IEEE Internet Computing
Mar. 2003 - “Netscape founder reflects on success,” Commercial News (Danville)
“Computer trio,” Illiniweek
“Die concorde der computerei,” Neues aus der Wissenschaft
“Local freeze group to join rally in Chicago,” Daily Illini
“Report hits computer research efforts,” Columbus Dispatch
“UI on line for millions for supercomputer research,” Illinois Alumni News
“UI professor proposes a new theory concerning genetics, volcanic winter,” Daily Illini
“UI profs: ‘Star Wars’ program too complex”
“UI’s Smarr heralds potential for ‘something grand’ in C-U,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
“UI to offer computer discounts”
Articles on Smarr
Smarr “Fame” File

REFERENCE ARTICLES, BY DATE

1 Feb. 1981 - KPNO Newsletter
Dec. 1982 - “Celestial Zoo,” OMNI
May 1983 - Supercomputer art: Physics Today
May 1983 - “Supercompeting over supercomputers,” Science
4 Jul. 1983 - “The race to build a supercomputer,” Newsweek
Winter/Spring 1984 - ACLS Newsletter
Spring 1984 - TDC Supernet
26 Oct. 1984 - “Decisive stage foreseen in attack on cancer,” JAMA
5 Nov. 1984 - “The supercomputer,” Control Data in the News
21 Nov. 1984 - “Faculty positions supercomputer computations research institute - The Florida State University” Chronicle of Higher Education
Winter 1984 - “Sharing the secrets of technology,” Technology and Society
3 Jan. 1985 - “Overview: A third kind of science 16-3,” NSF Mosaic
Feb. 1985 - “Interview: John Sculley,” Playboy
8 Feb. 1985 - “Perspectives on supercomputing,” Science
11 Feb. 1985 - “Super cube,” Electronics Week
Feb. 1985 - “Supercomputing center planned,” Defense Science and Electronics
26 Feb. 1985 - “UCSD to get major computer,” San Diego’s Announcement
26 Feb. 1985 - “UCSD: Campus is site for $100 million supercomputer,” The San Diego Union
5 Mar. 1985 - “Cornell: major center in taking shape,” The Post Standard
5 Mar. 1985 - “US strives to keep its lead in supercomputers,” Daily Commerce
18 Mar. 1985 - “Cray’s search for the super-duper computer,” Fortune
29 Mar. 1985 - “NBS supercomputing project set for operation in April,” Government Computer News
Apr. 1985 - “Supercomputers,” Canadian Datasyncs
11 Apr. 1985 - “Science equipment found ‘insufficient,’” Chronicle of Higher Education
13 Apr. 1985 - “Florida State’s supercomputer creates conflict in Tallahassee,” Daily Illini
26 Apr. 1985 - “Computer applications in the humanities,” Science
26 Apr. 1985 - “Computers in production agriculture,” Science
26 Apr. 1985 - “Electronic Databases,” Science
26 Apr. 1985 - “Intelligent tutoring systems,” Science
26 Apr. 1985 - “Multis: A new class of multiprocessor computers,” Science
26 Apr. 1985 - “New approaches in economic analysis,” Science
26 Apr. 1985 - “Personal computers on campus,” Science
26 Apr. 1985 - “Some computer-based development in sociology,” Science
26 Apr. 1985 - “Workstations in science,” Science
May 1985 - “Animation and 3D color display of multiple-variable data: Application to semiconductor design,” IBM Journal of Research & Development
May 1985 - “Gravitational wave emission from rotating gravitational collapse,” Physical Review Letters
May 1985 - “Pity the poor weatherman,” Science
28 May 1985 - “Scientific word processing,” PC Magazine
5 Jun. 1985 - “Multimillion dollar projects to study uses of computers suffer setbacks on 3 campuses,” Chronicle of Higher Education
13 Jun. 1985 - “Ecole polytechnique federale de Lausanne to install Cray supercomputer,” Cray Research News
18 Jun. 1985 - “Supercomputer’ planned,” The Record
24 Jun. 1985 - “Superquick computers come of age,” USA Today
26 Jun. 1985 - “House votes to place restriction on antisatellite weapons tests,” Daily Illini
27 Jun. 1985 - “Cray claims fastest supercomputer,” Computing Canada
1 Jul. 1985 - “Scientific freedom: Focus of national security continues shifting,” C&EN
12 Jul. 1985 - “NIH role in biotechnology debated,” Science
15 Jul. 1985 - “Non-nuclear umbrella: the Strategic Defense Initiative is vital to the free world,”
   Barron’s
18 Jul. 1985 - “Supercomputer wins by 20 years,” Truth
1 Aug. 1985 - “Limiting use of supercomputers,” Rochester Times-Union
1 Aug. 1985 - “Straight and narrow,” Datamation
31 Aug. 1985 - “I choose life, not death,” Conversation of ex-ambassador Edy Korthals Altes
Sept. 1985 - The Union of Concerned Scientists
1 Sept. 1985 - “Restrictions on classified research led U-M to reject a weapons study,” Detroit Free Press
25 Sept. 1985 - “Scientists cautious on ‘Star Wars’ plan,” Daily Illini
28 Sept. 1985 - “Prime time for supercomputers,” Science News
30 Sept. 1985 - “Has the street given up on control data?” Business Week
Oct. 1985 - “Chemists seek a higher profile,” Science
6 Oct. 1985 - “Star Wars pledge update”
Nov. 1985 - “Experts cast doubts on x-ray laser,” Science
15 Nov. 1985 - “Supercomputer politics,” Datamation
19 Nov. 1985 - “Discovery in flow dynamically aid car, plane design,” Washington Post
19 Nov. 1985 - “First Busey Corp. to acquire Champaign bank and trust,” Daily Illini
25 Nov. 1985 - “Grumman’s new breed of ‘test pilot,’” Business Week
18 Dec. 1985 - “Progress in SDI research: the concept vs. the reality,” International Herald-Tribune
Jan. 1986 - “U of Texas purchases Cray supercomputer,” Siam News
22 Jan. 1986 - “IBM unveils high-powered line of PCs aimed at engineering, technical users,” Wall Street Journal
Jan./Feb. 1986 - The Integrated Circuit
4 Feb. 1986 - “Should US keep up shuttle flights?” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
6 Feb. 1986 - “Spending plan finds funds for new scientific research,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
26 Feb. 1986 - “Colleges told layoffs under Gramm-Rudman could result in charges of age discrimination,” Chronicle of Higher Education
Spring 1986 - Cray Channels
Mar./Apr. 1986 - The Integrated Circuit
3 Apr. 1986 - “University to get supercomputer,” Computing Canada
26 May 1986 - “Rising sun: The Silicon Valley’s hot newcomer,” Time
19 Jun. 1986 - “IBM plans layoffs by year’s end,” Chicago Tribune
2 Jul. 1986 - “UAW receives Sunstrand offer,” *Daily Illini*
25 Jul. 1986 - “Star Wars software” *Science*
18 Aug. 1986 - “Del Yocam’s fast climb may take him to Apple’s presidency,” *Business Week*
18 Aug. 1986 - “Microsoft moves into the passing lane,” *Business Week*
11 Sept. 1986 - “Five Nobelists to visit campus”
Jan. 1987 - “Little Silicon Valley,” *High Technology*
Jan. 1987 - “Supercomputers show promise,” *High Technology*
Jan. 1987 - “Silicon Valley’s newest wizards,” *High Technology*
7 Jan. 1987 - “Bell urges colleges to buy supercomputers,” *Chronicle of Higher Education*
19 Jan. 1987 - “IBM’s big blues: a legend tries to remake itself,” *Fortune*
Mar. 1987 - “Hypervisions,” *PC World*
2 Mar. 1987 - “The turnaround sparking a new Italian Renaissance,” *Business Week*
15 Apr. 1987 - “The thrill is gone,” *Datamation*
31 Jul. 1987 - “Thompson lobbies for supercollider,” *Daily Illini*
Sept.-Nov. 1987 - Miscellaneous articles from *Newsline*
3 Sept. 1987 - “Cray research cancels a supercomputer plan and loses a superstar,” *Wall Street Journal*
9 Sept. 1987 - “Princeton goes into supercomputer business; Cray research drops plan for new machine,” *Chronicle of Higher Education*
9 Sept. 1987 - “Reagan’s plan to limit foreign access to data opposed by scientists,” *Chronicle of Higher Education*
25 Sept. 1987 - “Cray is building Chen’s machine in secret group,” *Wall Street Journal*
25 Sept. 1987 - “Microsoft’s Gates uses products and pressure to gain power in PCs,” *Wall Street Journal*
25 Sept. 1987 - “Cray supercomputers axed, superstar departs,” *Science*
14 Dec. 1987 - “Motorola developing RISC processor family,” *Infoworld*
21 Dec. 1987 - “Supercool - ETA supercomputer,” *Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette*
26 Dec. 1987 - “Going with (and computing) the flow,” *Mechanical Engineering*
1988 - “Funding of large federal projects,” *Technology in Society*
2 Jan. 1988 - “Illinois lab says it has first electrical motor tied to superconductivity,” *Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette*
10 Jan. 1988 - “Designers of computer chips fight time, complexity,” *Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette*
15 Jan. 1988 - “Scientists expect more explosions from 1987 supernova,” *Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette*
17 Jan. 1988 - “Computer calligraphy firm has written off perfection,” *Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette*
20 Jan. 1988 - “State makes final list for supercollider site,” Daily Illini
25 Jan. 1988 - “There’s a hole in DEC’s strategy that we’ll be very happy to fill,” Digital Review
27 Jan. 1988 - “NSF plan to impose supercomputer fees strongly denounced,” Chronicle of Higher Education
18 Feb. 1988 - “Former supernova’s particles still bombard Earth, but without harm,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
22 Feb. 1988 - “Why Honeywell Bull is on a turnaround track,” Business Week
22 Feb. 1988 - “De Benedetti’s grand design,” Business Week
22 Feb. 1988 - “Has Kodak set itself up for a fall?” Business Week
4 Mar. 1988 - “IBM claims 35-degree rise in superconductivity high,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
21 Mar. 1988 - “Successful top-secret fusion tests set off argument among scientists,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
20 Apr. 1988 - Supercomputer Review article
May 1988 - “Stalking the wily hacker,” Communications of the ACM
20 Jun. 1988 - “IBM’s game in Europe,” Business Week
19 Jul. 1988 - “MacArthur Foundation awards $9M to 31 people,” USA Today
Oct. 1988 - “Japan’s top management guru Kenichi Ohmae” and “Heir to the Olmsted vision: Elizabeth Barrow Rogers,” Face to Face / Business
Apr. 1989 - “Hypermedia: more than the next buzzword,” Advanced Imaging
5 Apr. 1989 - “IBM says it’s begun manufacturing version of powerful Intel chip,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
9 Apr. 1989 - “US software industry group files anti-piracy suit against Italian firms”
11 Apr. 1989 - “Japanese Co. says it has created fastest computer,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
18 Apr. 1989 - “Igor promises fast and flexible graphing,” Mac WEEK
April 1989 - “The economics of number crunching,” MIPS
16 May 1989 - “Cray splits operations into 2 rival entities,” Business Day
16 May 1989 - “Cray to spin off computer design efforts due to increased pressure on earnings,” Wall Street Journal
19 May 1989 - “HDTV: The technology da jour,” Science
28 Jun. 1989 - “Supercomputer uses expected to expand to business,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
Jul. 1989 - “The future is now for financial supercomputing,” Computers in Banking
5 Jul. 1989 - “Stocks & the slow down,” USA Today
9 Jul. 1989 - “Think small: Cray may offer minisupercomputer,” Star Tribune
10 Jul. 1989 - “Sun guru starts Dynabook,” Digital Review
21 Jul. 1989 - “Getting on line,” Compuserve
26 Jul. 1989 - “Cray Research Inc. posts 77% decline in 2nd-period net,” Wall Street Journal
Aug. 1989 - Wan Runnan Article, Science
Aug. 1989 - “U.S. supercomputer challenges coordinating efforts to keep the lead at home,” IEEE: Professional Perspective
15 Aug. 1989 - “Persuasion 2.0 readied” and “ACIUS rolls out 4D upgrade,” MacWEEK
20 Aug. 1989 - “Bush administration at odds over sale of supercomputers,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
25 Aug. 1989 - “W.M. Keck Foundation,” UI College of Medicine
9 Sept. 1989 - “Supercomputer maker faces growing challenge from rivals,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
19 Sept. 1989 - “Computer firms may begin joint project,” Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette
27 Sept. 1989 - “Key software completed for ‘next’ computer; tiny Allegheny College, a big user, breathes sigh of relief,” Chronicle of Higher Education
2 Oct. 1989 - “A genius for sale (Rod Canion),” Newsweek
6 Oct. 1989 - “NRC unveils agriculture R&D plan” and “Abortion: litmus test for NIH director,” Science
25 Oct. 1989 - “IBM introduces items to promote computer-integrated production,” *Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette*
25 Oct. 1989 - “Digital unveils 1st mainframe line...” and “Cray says sales of computers to be flat in ‘90” and “AT&T introduces optical systems for sending data,” *Wall Street Journal*
Nov. 1989 - “Days of reckoning: Deficit woes weigh heavily on science budgets,” *Physics Today*
2 Nov. 1989 - “Survival of Cray’s spinoff will depend on creativity and longevity of designer,” *Wall Street Journal*
6 Nov. 1989 - “P&G rewrites the marketing rules,” *Fortune*
24 Nov. 1989 - “Responses to climate change,” *Science*
Dec. 1989 - “From medieval manuscript to the supercomputers,” *Instructional Microcomputing Newsletter*
4 Dec. 1989 - “How to help America’s schools,” *Fortune*
4 Dec. 1989 - “Living with the inevitable,” *Newsweek*
16 Dec. 1989 - “Not all play Uncle Sam’s climatic waiting game,” *Science News*
Jan. 1990 - “Revolutionary storage technique,” *Photonics Spectra*
8 Jan. 1990 - “Another crunch for computer makers,” *Business Week*
9 Jan. 1990 - “Invented Universes,” *St. Louis Post-Dispatch*
22 Jan. 1990 - “Rooftop telescope could permit kids to do real science in school,” *Dallas Morning News*
12 Feb. 1990 - Technology: “Supercomputers,” *Fortune*
19 Feb. 1990 - “Astronomy classes soon may stargaze in daylight,” *Boston Globe*
Mar. 1990 - “The road to the global village,” *Scientific American*
6 Mar. 1990 - “Admiral gambling revived by House,” *St. Louis Post-Dispatch*
6 Mar. 1990 - “Biggest U.S. computer research network sets up high-speed data line to Europe“
24 Mar. 1990 - “Objects of desire,” *Economist*
7 Apr. 1990 - “Supercomputer plan moving,” *CQ*
14 Apr. 1990 - “Language takes a twist in computer industry,” *Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette*
21 Apr. 1990 - “FMC chief sees decline in military equipment sales amid defense cuts,” *Chicago Tribune*
23 Apr. 1990 - “Looking at the stars with the sun on your back,” *Daily Telegraph*
12 Jul. 1990 - “Leader of right says he is gay,” *Daily Illini*
31 Jul. 1990 - “America is No. 1. It’ll stay No. 1,” *New York Times*
7 Aug. 1990 - “Another Kennedy assassin?” *Dallas Times Herald*
18 Aug. 1990 - “Paying for Greenhouse research,” *The Economist*
20 Aug. 1990 - “Why we should stay in the Gulf,” *Newsweek*
20 Aug. 1990 - “Making your office human-friendly,” *Business Week*
20 Aug. 1990 - “It’s a dirty job, but something’s gotta do it,” *Business Week*
20 Aug. 1990 - “Can Cray reprogram itself for creativity?” *Business Week*
8 Oct. 1990 - “The Iacocca story– Part 2,” *Barron’s*
8 Oct. 1990 - “A new age for business?” *Fortune*
8 Oct. 1990 - “America’s hot young scientists,” *Fortune*
8 Oct. 1990 - “How Quaker Oats got rolled,” *Fortune*
8 Oct. 1990 - “Computer highways need a traffic cop,” *Business Week*
8 Oct. 1990 - “Taming the wild network,” *Business Week*
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9 Nov. 1990 - “Technology policy: Congress takes the reins,” and “A meeting of the minds on the genome project?” and “General relativity at 75...,” *Science*
10 Nov. 1990 - “Fossils push back origin of land animals,” and “shadows of thoughts revealed,” and “Trekking in the molecular forest,” *Science News*
24 Nov. 1990 - “Recipes for artificial realities,” *Science News*
30 Nov. 1990 - “A tough sell for ‘Made in Japan,’” *New York Times*
Dec. 1990 - “ANU to acquire three gigaflop supercomputers,” *ANUSF*
1991 - “Powers, technologists and the phenomenology of conventions,” *A Sociology of Monsters*
29 Jan. 1991 - “GO’s PenPoint may plot future OS directions,” and “Lightweight portables will unfold in the Fall,” *MacWEEK*
7 Feb. 1991 - “FY 1992 budget request for NSF up 17.5 percent,” *NSF News*
9 Feb. 1991 - “The last of its kind?” *Economist*
15 Mar. 1991 - “Marcelo Gumucio, former Cray president, joins MasPar board,” MasPar Computer Corporation News Release
15 Mar. 1991 - “Super linkage,” *Science*
27 Apr. 1991 - “Gamblers, masters, & slaves,” *Economist*
4 May 1991 - “Dr. Strangelove calling,” *Economist*
4 May 1991 - “The eye of the beholder,” *Economist*
11 May 1991 - “A little cash here, a little cash there,” *Economist*
25 May 1991 - “Illuminating manuscripts,” *Economist*
1 Jun. 1991 - “Carbon chemistry: Uses to come,” *Economist*
2 Sept. 1991 - *Aviation Week & Space Technology*
12 Sept. 1991 - “Senate back supercomputing network,” *Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette*
14 Oct. 1991 - “Smart TV,” *Forbes*
2 Nov. 1991 - “Will the bangs end with a whimper?” *Economist*
16 Nov. 1991 - “Rolling over the ocean,” *Economist*
16 Nov. 1991 - “Surprising emergence of distant shares,” *Economist*
30 Nov. 1991 - “Global Warming: Sunrise,” Economist
3 Jan. 1992 - “Maxwell’s country,” Economist
4 Jan. 1992 - “The bull’s tail twitches,” Economist
4 Jan. 1992 - “The dollar’s turn,” Economist
Feb. 1992 - “Goodbye telephone, hello to new communications age,” Smithsonian
8 Feb. 1992 - “The power of drugs,” Economist
22 Feb. 1992 - “America’s empire strikes back,” Economist
22 Feb. 1992 - “Take a deep breath,” Economist
29 Feb. 1992 - “Japan’s money supply panic stations,” Economist
6 Mar. 1992 - “Accountants fret over EOS data,” Science
7 Mar. 1992 - “Shapely curves,” Economist
7 Mar. 1992 - “Wooing Mr. Average,” Economist
3 Apr. 1992 - “Biologists trace the evolution of molecules,” Science
3 Apr. 1992 - “From Mercury to Pluto, chaos pervades Solar System,” Science
3 Apr. 1992 - “Researchers find organism they can really relate to,” Science
4 Apr. 1992 - Economist (3 articles)
4 Apr. 1992 - Science News (2 articles)
10 Apr. 1992 - “Could pair of cosmic strings open route into past?” Science
10 Apr. 1992 - “Mantle plumes and continental tectonics,” Science
11 Apr. 1992 - “Haze clouds the greenhouse,” Science News
11 Apr. 1992 - “Stretching the time to orbital catastrophe,” Science News
27 Apr. 1992 - “Japan, will it lose its competitive edge?” Business Week
27 Apr. 1992 - “HDTV homes in on the ultimate test: the market,” Business Week
2 May 1992 - “Almost in the beginning,” Economist
4 May 1992 - “Baby Boomers triple whammy,” Business Week
4 May 1992 - “Tough times in Maynard,” Newsweek
9 May 1992 - “Campaign for real neurons,” Economist
11 May 1992 - “Growth vs. Environment,” Business Week
12 May 1992 - “Search for superdrugs,” Business Week
16 May 1992 - “Drift-nets for data,” Economist
16 May 1992 - “World Bank, not there yet,” Economist
22 May 1992 - “Fortran to get a new look-again, already,” Science
22 May 1992 - “Greenhouse science survives skeptics,” Science
22 May 1992 - “World on a disc,” Science
23 May 1992 - “A greener bank,” Economist
23 May 1992 - “Smoke screen for greenhouse warming?”
30 May 1992 - “Sony: Double or quits,” Economist
1 Jun. 1992 - Charles Schwabb, Fortune
1 Jun. 1992 - “Earth at the summit,” Newsweek
1 Jun. 1992 - “Numbers aren’t crunching Cray research,” Business Week
19 Jun. 1992 - “Plate tectonics and hotspots: 3rd dimension,” Science
Jul. 1992 - “Monitoring the global environment,” Earth
3 Jul. 1992 - “Congress considers testing Bush’s plan,” Science
3 Jul. 1992 - “Hubble constant takes low road again,” Science
18 Jul. 1992 - “Groping at atoms,” Economist
27 Jul. 1992 - Fortune: Global 500
31 Jul. 1992 - “The earliest mass extinction?” Science
1 Aug. 1992 - “The bear grows fiercer,” Economist
1 Aug. 1992 - “Do clouds provide greenhouse thermostat?” Science
8 Aug. 1992 - “The boom in depression,” Economist
15 Aug. 1992 - “Gambling on flat screens,” *Economist*
15 Aug. 1992 - “Nuclear cleanups,” *Economist*
21 Aug. 1992 - “Microtektites and mass extinctions,” *Science*
21 Aug. 1992 - “National Science Board sounds wake-up call,” *Science*
22 Aug. 1992 - “Geneticists track Indo-European languages,” *Science*
22 Aug. 1992 - “Warming will hurt poor nations most,” *Science News*
28 Aug. 1992 - “Controlling cardiac chaos,” *Science*
28 Aug. 1992 - “Mapping the river in the sky,” *Science*
31 Aug. 1992 - “Management’s new gurus,” *Business Week*
Fall 1992 - “Science, scientists, and the science budget,” *Science & Technology*
4 Sept. 1992 - “Anyons superconduct, but do superconductors have anyons?” *Science*
4 Sept. 1992 - “Using genes to track down Indo-European migrations,” *Science*
5 Sept. 1992 - “Buckyballs combine to make giant fullerenes,” *Science*
5 Sept. 1992 - “Federal reserve: Cries and whispers,” *Economist*
14 Sept. 1992 - “Saving our schools,” *Business Week*
19 Sept. 1992 - “A distant thunder,” *Economist*
10 Nov. 1992 - “Clinton to promote high technology, with Gore in charge,” *New York Times*
19 Nov. 1992 - “R&D realignment,” *LA Times*
21 Nov. 1992 - “Clinton’s economics point man,” *New York Times*
30 Nov. 1992 - “America and Japan: Forget Pearl Harbor,” *Economist*
8 Jan. 1993 - “Clinton picks his science advisor,” *Science*
12 Feb. 1993 - “Brown: U.S. will boost technology,” *USA Today*
5 May 1993 - *Science* articles
17 May 1993 - *US News & World Report*
22 May 1993 - *Economist* article
9 Aug. 1993 - “Heart attack kills professor at CMU,” *NSF News & Post-Gazette*
23 Aug. 1993 - “Guide to the global service,” *Fortune*
27 Sept. 1993 - “SoftBoard links whiteboard, Macs, PCs,” *MacWEEK*
Winter 1993/1994 - “What the coming telecommunications infrastructure could mean to our family,” *Aspen Institute Quarterly*
20, 27 Jan 1994 - *HPCC Week*
2 May 1994 - “How H-P continues to grow and grow,”  *Fortune*
27 Jun. 1994 - “Pushing beyond the PC,”  *Business Week*
11, 18 Aug 1994 - *HPCC Week*
15, 22, 29 Sept. 1994 - *HPCC Week*
13 Oct. 1994 - *HPCC Week*
31 Oct. 1994 - “Kodak prepares to outsource,”  *Information Week*
Nov. 1994 - “Parallel computing: Glory and collapse,”  *Computer*
3, 17 Nov. 1994 - *HPCC Week*
5 Dec. 1994 - “Lost in Space,”  *The New Yorker*
27 Feb. 1995 - “White House names new NCO director,”  *HPCC News*
May 1995 - *Internet Business Report*
3 May 1995 - *New York Times*
4 May 1995 - *HPCC Week*
15 May 1995 - “9046 SGI sails by Cray in ultimate benchmark drama,”  *HPCwire Special Report*
5 Jun. 1995 - “Master of the Universe,”  *Time* (Bill Gates)
15 Jun. 1995 - *HPCC Week*
4 Jul. 1995 - “Internet in the classroom,”  *Chicago Tribune*
13 Jul. 1995 - “No room on the Internet?”  *HPCC Week*
29 Jul. 1995 - AT&T cutting computer unit and some jobs,”  *New York Times*
1 Aug. 1995 - “Next wave: Public network computing,”  *Network Computing* and “The machine with the most control wins,”  *New Media*, Sept. 1995
11 Sept. 1995 - *Internet Week*
18 Sept. 1995 - *Internet Week*
28 Sept. 1995 - “Infighting unravels alliance seeking standard to protect Internet purchases,”  *Wall Street Journal*
28 Sept. 1995 - “Microsoft joins VISA to propose a standard for on-line paying,”  *New York Times*
9 Oct. 1995 - “Digital commerce: Is the top priority in computing shifting from speed to how easily you can interact?”  *New York Times*
11 Oct. 1995 - “Discovery of Internet flaws is setback for on-line trade,”  *New York Times*
19 Oct. 1995 - *HPCC Week*
26 Oct. 1995 - *HPCC Week*
29 Oct. 1995 - “Tribune brews a strong pot of digital coffee,”  *Chicago Tribune*
3 Nov. 1995 - “Internet stocks’ lightning surge is a result of surprise profits,”  *Wall Street Journal*
16 Nov. 1995 - *HPCC Week*
22 Nov. 1995 - “Internet stocks plunge in correction, and there’s nothing virtual about it,”  *Wall
Street Journal
7 Feb. 1996 - “New supercomputer speeds to the rescue, boosting UIC research,” UIC News
12 Feb. 1996 - Information Week articles: NT vs. Unix
1 Mar. 1996 - “Klausner’s unconventional ‘field station’ in Seattle,” Science
1 Mar. 1996 - “Mixing nanotube structures to make a tiny switch,” Science
5 Mar. 1996 - “Netscape’s tumble cheers detractors,” USA Today
16 Mar. 1996 - “General Atomics, UCSD end computer partnership,” San Diego Union-Tribune
27 Mar. 1996 - “Safeguard gives shot at initial offerings,” USA Today
17 Apr. 1996 - “Chip makers’ fortunes rest on cutting edge,” USA Today
9 May 1996 - HPCC Week
8 Jul. 1996 - “The future of HPCC: In search of the ‘vision thing,’” HPCC Week
7 Oct. 1996 - “Internet II will put colleges back on the fast track,” WashTech
7 Apr. 1997 - “Rx: software,” Forbes
1 Jul. 1997 - “Distributed Java applets,” IEEE Computer Society
7 Jul. 1997 - “As genomics grows, future for bioinformatics is bright,” The Scientist
28 Sept. 1997 - “Stage is set to shore up Chicago’s lakeshore,” Chicago Tribune
9 Oct. 1997 - “Schools struggle to utilize technology,” USA Today
29 Oct. 1997 - USA Today
1998 - Il Gazzettino
23 Jan. 1998 - Nature
23 Feb. 1998 - “Science leadership shakeup,” C&EN
2 May 1998 - “The fat fracas: Researchers weigh in on body size,” Science News
4 May 1998 - “Defending ASCI,” HPCC Week
18 May 1998 - “HPC mushrooms through India,” HPCC Week
Summer 1998 - Connecting with Cornell
1 Jun. 1998 - “It takes a team to scour the globe,” Barron’s
8 Jun. 1998 - “Have net investors lost their minds?” Fortune
8 Jun. 1998 - “Bill Gates,” *Fortune*
22 Jun. 1998 - “House action threatens HPCMO’s future,” *HPCC Week*
25 Jun. 1998 - “Microsoft widens its web,” *USA Today*

**Box 5:**

29 Jun. 1998 - *USA Today*
6 Jul. 1998 - *USA Today*
6 Jul. 1998 - “The Tera revolution?” *HPCC Week*
13 Jul. 1998 - “Xeon replaces Pentium Pro,” *Microprocessor Report*
17 Jul. 1998 - “Silicon Maui,” *HPCC Week*
3 Aug. 1998 - “3D vendors aim high,” *Microprocessor Report*
6 Aug. 1998 - “Microsoft says Internet browser idea arose long before Netscape,” *New York Times*
1 Sept. 1998 - “NSF chief cuts a fresh course,” *Washington Post*
28 Sept. 1998 - “New York, New York,” *HPCC Week*
13 Apr. 1999 - “Silicon Graphics to shorten name, remake image,” *Wall Street Journal*
Aug. 1999 - “My Library’ can help your library,” *American Libraries*
1 Sept. 1999 - “White House: GOP budget harms high tech,” *USA Today*
1 Sept. 1999 - “Varmus says NIH will proceed with on-line archive of research papers,” *Chronicle of Higher Education*
7 Sept. 1999 - “Patients are a virtue as health sites line up IPOs,” *TheStreet.com*
“Animation from unusual linkages,” *Tech Notes*
“A breakthrough for global denuclearization,” Institute for Policy Studies
“Carroll Touch may hire more” and “Local firm, Sony make deal,” *Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette*
“Chicago bans production of nuclear weapons,” *Associated Press*
“Cray research considering restructuring insiders say,” *New York Times*
“Cray stock falls $2.25 after firm cuts ‘89 forecast,” *Wall Street Journal*
“Goodbye, control data; Hello, world”
“High stakes at NSF,” *Datamation*
“HyperCard, the visual database,” and “DBMS to go”
“James Clark gives Stanford $150M for biomedical engineering research”
“Oil, auto industries to test reformulated gasoline,” *Chicago Tribune*
“Peace Prize: a messy, vital compromise,” *Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette*
“Pork barrels in the sky,” *Boston Globe*
“Remark sparks Donahue brawl,” *Daily Illini*
“Sharlau savors personal triumphs and C-U successes,” *Champaign-Urbana News-Gazette*
“Steve Jobs strikes again,” and “Ganging up on IBM”
“These wizards wear tee-shirts”

REFERENCE ARTICLES, BY SUBJECT

Cold Fusion
Computer Center Issues
Digital Libraries
Education, Computers in
Environment and Global Change
European Economic Community
Genetic Engineering
Genome Research
Graphics
HDTV
High-Performance Computing
*HPCC Week*, 1993
*HPCC Week*, 1995-96
Hubble Space Telescope
Journalism and Public Relations - Trends
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Miscellaneous
Microprocessing
Multimedia
Nanotechnology
National Information Infrastructure
National Science Funding
Networking
New Uses for Computing

Box 6:

Nuclear War
Open System Standards
Operating Systems
Parallel Computing
Peace Divided
Physics
Public Relations
Scientific Visualization
Semiconductors - Chips
Software
Solar Power
Supercolliders
Supercomputer Articles: Education
Superconductivity
Technology Transfer
U.S. Competitiveness - Economic

Box 7:

U.S. Competitiveness - Education
Virtual Reality
*Wall Street Journal* Articles, 1996